OUTSIDER SERIES
685 • 625 • 575

The trio of CruiseCraft Outsiders is widely
held to be the Australia's finest blue water
family fishing boats. Proudly designed and
built in Australia, these exceptional
'walkaround' boats deliver exceptional comfort
for fishing, superior handling at sea and the
structural integrity that is backed by the
manufacturer's 7 year warranty. Now that's
peace of mind whether trolling miles offshore
or bottom bashing a long way up the coast.
The Outsiders are complete fishing machines
for the discerning family. You will appreciate
the spacious, contoured cabin along with the
extensive range of appointments that make
these boats comfortable overnighters and
supreme fishing machines.
Outsiders from CruiseCraft exude quality from
stem to stern. Check the long list of features
and appreciate the detailed craftsmanship that
goes into each and every unit. Fishing from an
Outsider is the definitive blue water experience.

SEVEN YEAR
STRUCTURAL WARRANTY

OUTSIDER 685

This is the flagship of the Outsider range, the
model that embodies the best of everything
about blue water fishing into a magnificently
functional, yet stylish, deep vee hull.
With this boat, serious angling families can
head way offshore to where the big fish are
found off the shelf. Your Outsider 685 can be
rigged with your choice of single or dual
outboards. The foam filled hull delivers added
safety and a whisper quiet ride while the CE
rating is your mark of export quality.
On board, the rig is generously appointed with
an extensive inventory of fishing equipment.
Then there is a plethora of optional gear that
can be added to customize your Outsider 685
just the way you want; for comfort and great
days of fishing.

S
PECIFICATIONS
OUTSIDER 685
Hull Length

6.85m

Length with Bow Spirit

7.20m

Beam

2.50m

Maximum HP

270hp

Recommended Power

225hp

Deadrise Transom

20 degrees

Weight BMT (Single 225hp)

2560kg

Weight BMT (Twin 115hp 2 Stroke)

2855kg

Cockpit Area

5.57 sq m

Height Overall on Trailer at Screen

2.55m (Redco Sportsman)

Height Overall on Trailer with Targa 3.15m (Redco Sportsman)
Length Overall on Trailer

8.70m (Redco Sportsman)

Transom Height

Extra Long

Max No. Persons

7

Fuel Capacity

300L
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